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STEM in the News
Have you ever visited a farm? Or maybe you have a 
garden in your yard or neighborhood? In the future, 
many farms could grow a large amount of food indoors 
in specially designed greenhouses. AppHarvest built a 
60 acre greenhouse 
to grow vegetables 
indoors with the help
of robotics, artificial 
intelligence, and lots 
of data. Hundreds of 
sensors monitor the 
700,000 tomato plants
to make sure they’re 
growing well. And because it’s indoors, they don’t need 
to use pesticides to keep plants safe from bugs. They 
even collect rainwater to keep the plants watered. Last 
year, the plants produced 30 times more food than 
open fields the same size! What kinds of plants would 
you grow in a greenhouse? Could you build your own 
greenhouse? What technology would you use? Read 
more: cnn.it/3BXy7hT and yhoo.it/3qfFgba

STEM Challenge
Have you ever made a catapult and launched 
something? How about a CAT-a-pult? Check out these 
instructions, print the 
template, and start 
launching some 
candy (or cat treats!) 
Try competing against 
your friends to see 
who can launch the 
farthest! Instructions: 
 bit.ly/3Es2M8Q

Chris Woods   dailystem.com/news

The Puzzle
Can you solve these 3 science riddles:
What can go up and down without moving?
What has a foot on each side and one in the middle?
What did one earthquake say to the other?

   Decode the answers using Z=A, Y=B, X=C:
 GSV GVNKVIZGFIV, Z BZIWHGRXP, RGH MLG NB UZFOG

Mystery Photos
Can you identify the 
mystery items under the 
microscope?

Decode the answers 
using Z=A, Y=B, X=C...
DRIV HGIRKKVIH
KSLMV HKVZPVI
YZGGVIB

STEM Career: Audio Engineer 
Did you ever watch a video or listen to a song and 
think about being that person? Yes, being a singer or 
actor can be exciting, but they need people with 
serious skills to make them sound good, whether live 
or on a recording. That’s the role of an Audio Engineer. 
A lot of science 
and math are 
involved to 
engineer and 
use the hi-tech 
devices needed 
for recording the
sound or 
improving the 
live experience. Sound Engineer Frank Filipetti said “If 
you think it doesn’t matter, listen to your music on 
headphones and then reverse your headphones 180 
degrees. You will get a totally different feeling.” And 
with more and more content being recorded and 
produced each year, this is a growing career. If you 
think a job like this “sounds” fun, start learning more 
about careers in Audio Engineering: bit.ly/3wqub8r 

How Things Get Made
Have you ever wondered how a bike is made? The 
frame, seat, tires, chain, and more each require 
different design and 
materials to build. 
One person decided 
to make a very special 
bike. Using a lot of 
engineering and math, 
he built it entirely out of 
wood, with just a little 
glue to hold it together 
and some aluminum 
for the chain. How did 
he do it? Did it actually 
work when he rode it? 
    Watch the process

How Things Get Made
Have you ever visited a zoo or museum and saw a 
statue that moved on it’s own? 
Animatronics is the field of 
study that combines puppetry,
sculpting, and robotics to 
make people think they’re 
seeing a real person or animal. Since dinosaurs are 
extinct, animatronic dinosaurs give us the experience 
of interacting with these 
marvelous creatures. 
Building them takes a 
lot of hard work and 
skill. How do you think
they are created?
Watch the process

How Things Get Made
Have you recycled paper before? Did you ever wonder 
how they do it? Or what the machinery looks like that 
turns your old magazines, cardboard, mail, and 
homework into fresh new paper? Sorting the old paper 
requires sifting, tumbling, and scanning machines, and 
even human inspectors to 
ensure the right materials 
make it into new paper. 
Watch the process, and if
you’re not already, start 
recycling: bit.ly/3o0jS7e

How Things Get Made
Have you ever used a 3d printer? It’s fun to design and 
print toys or other small items. Did you ever wonder 
what kind of 
bigger things could be 3d 
printed? Some companies 
have created giant 3d 
printers that use cement 
instead of plastic filament. 
These printers can make houses, swimming pools, or 
foundations for windmills in just a few days (it just 
takes the cement a little 
longer to dry than plastic). 
Why would this be such
a good idea? 
Watch the process

https://www.cnn.com/2021/10/06/world/appharvest-kentucky-greenhouse-robot-farming-spc-intl-hnk/index.html
https://www.yahoo.com/lifestyle/largest-greenhouse-u-using-90-174702634.html
https://www.instructables.com/Black-cat-a-pult/
https://www.careersinmusic.com/audio-engineering/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcvFpbh2fjE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kBt-0SfmPWg
https://youtu.be/Bx0ozMweqoU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZh8E6zZdzk

